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If You Like

Wings of Fire,

Try These!
 

Ice Wolves by Amie Kaufman.

JF KAUFMA A

Everyone in Vallen knows that

ice wolves and scorch

dragons are sworn enemies

who live deeply separate lives.

So when twelve-year-old

orphan Anders takes one

elemental form and his twin

sister, Rayna, takes another,

he wonders whether they are

even related. 

 

Skulduggery Pleasant by

Derek Landy.

JF LANDY D

Stephanie's uncle is a writer

of horror fiction. But when he

dies, Stephanie learns that

while he may have written

horror it certainly wasn't

fiction. Pursued by evil forces,

Stephanie finds help from an

unusual source - the

wisecracking skeleton of a

dead sorcerer.

 

Dragonwatch by Brandon Mull.

JF MULL B

Because Dragonwatch, an

ancient group of wizards,

enchantresses, and dragon

slayers, is crumbling, an

uprising of dragons threatens

to destroy the magical

preserves as well as overrun

the nonmagical world.

 
The Amulet of Samarkand by

Jonathan Stroud.

YA FIC STROUD J

Nathaniel, a magician's

apprentice, summons up the

djinni Bartimaeus and

instructs him to steal the

Amulet of Samarkand from

the powerful magician Simon

Lovelace. 

The Unwanteds by Lisa

McMann.

J SERIES UNWANT MCMANN

In a society that purges

thirteen-year-olds who are

creative, identical twins Aaron

and Alex are separated, one to

attend University while the

other, supposedly Eliminated,

finds himself in a wondrous

place where youths hone their

abilities and learn magic.



Starfire by Jennifer Lynn

Alvarez.

JF ALVARE J

Star is prophesized to become

the most powerful winged

horse in Anok on his first

birthday, but he must first

overcome his malformed

wings that make him unable to

fly and threats from the

leaders of the five herds.

 
City of the Plague God by

Sarwat Chadda.

JF CHADDA S

Thirteen-year-old Sikander

Aziz has to team up with the

hero Gilgamesh in order to

stop Nergal, the ancient god

of plagues, from wiping out

the population of Manhattan

in this adventure based on

Mesopotamian mythology.

 

Aru  Shah and the End of Time

by Roshani Chokshi.

JF CHOKSH R

Three schoolmates show up

at Aru Shah's doorstep to

catch her in a lie. They don't

believe her claim that the

museum's Lamp of Bharata is

cursed, and they dare Aru to

prove it. But lighting the lamp

has dire consequences. Her

classmates and beloved

mother are frozen in time, and

it's up to Aru to save them.

 

The Adventurers Guild by Zack

Loran Clark and Nick Eliopulos.

JF CLARK Z

Conscripted into the

dangerous Adventurers Guild,

best friends Zed and Brock

must defend what is left of

humanity against terrible

monsters in this epic fantasy. 

 
Gregor the Overlander by

Suzanne Collins.

JF COLLIN S

When eleven-year-old Gregor

and his two-year-old sister are

pulled into a strange

underground world, they

trigger an epic battle involving

men, bats, rats, cockroaches,

and spiders while on a quest

foretold by ancient prophecy.

 

The Fire Within by Chris

D'Lacey.

JF DLACEY C

When college student David

Rain rents a room in an

unusual boardinghouse full of

clay dragons, he has no idea

that they, along with some

lively squirrels, will help

jumpstart his writing career.

 

The Accidental Apprentice by

Amanda Foody.

JF FOODY A

Eleven-year-old Barclay

Thorne yearns for the quiet

life of a mushroom farmer, but

after unwittingly bonding with

a beast in the forbidden

Woods, he must seek Lore

Keepers to break the bond and

return home.

 

The Creature of the Pines by

Adam Gidwitz.

JF GIDWIT A

After encountering a Jersey

Devil while on a field trip to the

Pine Barrens, Elliot and his

new friend Uchenna help their

weird teacher Professor

Fauna rescue the mythological

creature from a pair of greedy

billionaire brothers.

 

Redwall by Brian Jacques.

JF JACQUE B

When the peaceful life of

ancient Redwall Abbey is

shattered by the arrival of

the evil rat Cluny and his

villainous hordes, Matthias,

a young mouse, determines

to find the legendary sword

of Martin the Warrior which,

he is convinced, will help

Redwall's inhabitants

destroy the enemy.


